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Brief Product Description
Who’s Speaking is a web application where the user can upload or stream audio to process it
into a visual timeline of when people speak. Knowing who is speaking, whether for a recording
or a live stream, is useful information for various reasons across different applications. Most
likely, identifying the speaker would be done manually, which is a time consuming and tedious
process. Our project would make it quick and convenient.

Product Functionalities
The user arrives at the website and can select files to upload. They might be confused on what
the website is for and how to use it. So, they can navigate to the About page.

On the About page, the user can learn what the website does. There are detailed instructions on
how to use it and specific details about its features.
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After uploading their audio file, the user can view visualizations. One being a bar chart of the
total speaking of each person and the other being a timeline showing when each person speaks
over the course of the audio.



On the Live Audio page, the user can stream audio through their microphone and view a
timeline in real time.

Design

Front-end
A goal of our project was to provide a convenient and accessible service. This is the reason why
we decided to create a website where the user does not have to download anything and that
can be accessed anywhere with an internet connection. In the same spirit, we wanted to make
the user interface simple and intuitive. It is clear what buttons to press and there are even
detailed instructions on the About page if the user is confused about what the website is for or
how to use it.

The visual design is inspired by websites that allow you to convert files. Though, we chose a
dark theme because it’s easier on the eyes. Our website is unique by how it shows
visualizations of data drawn from the user’s audio.

Back-end
It is a flask application, which incorporates both machine learning models and rest service. Our
flask application is fully restful, so that tomorrow any can build their own interface and use our
ML models with our api.

Flask application is dockersized so that it is platform independent. Which provides a hazel free
development environment.

Api exposed are :

1) https://hearing.discovery.cs.vt.edu/ : it is a health-check endpoint
2) https://hearing.discovery.cs.vt.edu/audiofile : it is a post request with an audio file, which

can be any format.
Eg: curl --location --request POST 'https://hearing.discovery.cs.vt.edu/audiofile' \
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--form 'file=@"/file_path/file_name.mp3"'

Someone using the application locally:

1. https://localhost:5000/ : it is a health-check endpoint
2. https://localhost:5000/audiofile : it is a post request with an audio file, which can be any

format.
Eg: curl --location --request POST 'https://hearing.discovery.cs.vt.edu//audiofile' \
--form 'file=@"/file_path/file_name.mp3"'

deployed to cs vt could.

Machine Learning
For the Machine learning algorithm we tested 3 pretrained speaker diarization models EEND,
RPN and KNN. All these models needed to have the audio files vectorized and have to have the
features extracted. EEND and RPN used windows of 1 second to iteratively detect the speaker.
KNN took the entire vectorized audio file and clustered it based on time frames. Due to the slow
nature of EEND specifically (the top performer in the testing phase) we decided to apply RPN
for medium audio files >1 min < 15 mins and KNN for extremely large audio files > 15 mins and
EEND for files shorter than 1 minute.

For the testing the EEND performed well on files with high speaker count, differing in languages
and files with audio overlapping. The performance for RPN was significantly lower on all of
these fronts but was about 5 times faster than EEND for processing audio files per frame. KNN
didn’t perform well at all but only took about 20 seconds to process a 1 hour long audio file so
we decided to include the model in situations where a user decides to overload the server with
an immensely large audio file.

Live Audio
The live audio component Utilized the Streaming Speaker Diarization library to create a live
component to speaker detection. The library performs diarization by clustering a buffer of an
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audio recording every 500ms which uses an end to end neural network to derive clusters from
previously detected speakers.

The audio had to be encoded and decoded live to send through a websocket. The ML algorithm
required the audio to be preprocessed into 32 bit floating point numbers to generate an
annotation for that specific window. Every single annotation generated then gives a response to
the websocket which generates a specific speaker annotation every 0.5 seconds. This
annotation will be a list of integers which represent the speakers that were detected in that 0.5
second window. Once 2 frames are received from the socket we generate a line in our c3 chart
that represents one second and appears for every speaker that was detected.

Due to the way flow was designed in c3 we decided to make a compromise for accuracy by
always rounding the speaker line to the nearest second. So for instance if a speaker is detected
in the first half a second but not the next one we still display the line for the entire second. We
do this because updating the graph for every interval of 0.5 seconds causes the axes to move
and makes for a poor user experience.

Retrospection

We are happy that we built a product that works like we envisioned. Starting from just the idea of
using machine learning to determine who is speaking, we were able to make that a reality and
created a product that allows people to utilize such a cool concept. However, there were plenty
of obstacles that we had to overcome and things we should have done differently.



For example, we planned to give the user feedback that their file was processing by displaying a
loading spinner. But first, we wanted to make sure that uploading a file to the back-end through
an HTTP post request worked. The way we coded the request wasn’t compatible with displaying
the spinner because of how Angular updates pages. We would have to refactor the code for
uploading files, which we didn’t have time to do. Additionally, we spent more time than we
should have connecting the front-end and back-end as we had trouble parsing the JSON
response.

Previous knowledge with rest-api development and docker came in handy. Some ML
dependencies required a very particular version of python even when using python3, some
required 3.8, which incorporated high coupling. Deployment to CS could be quite hard and
documentation was not handy, but with the help of the infrastructure team we were able to make
it.

Future Recommendations

Expanding on the issues we faced while building the product, if we had more time to rectify
shortcomings and implement features we decided to drop, the website could be much better.
There should be feedback to the user that the file is processing or finished processing. The
website should have better responsive design to display well on all screen sizes. Accuracy of
determining the speaker could always be improved.

Ideally, there should be features such as encrypted file transfers, DDoS protection, and
multithreading for simultaneous users. We recommend implementing these features to create a
robust website that is ready for the public.


